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Aims of Particle Physics

1. To understand nature at it’s most fundamental level.

2. What are the smallest pieces of matter, and how 
do they make up the large scale structures that we 
see today ?

3. How and why do these  ‘fundamental particles’ 
interact the way that they do?

4. Understand the fundamental forces in nature.
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The Elementary Blocks of Matter
Matter is  made of molecules 

Molecules are built  out of atoms

Atoms are made of nuclei and 
electrons

Nuclei are assemblies of protons 
and neutrons 

Protons and neutrons are quarks 
bound together

The volume of an atom corresponds to 10^24 times the volume of an 
electron. 
Classically, matter contains a lot of void 
Quantum mechanically, this void is populated by pairs of  virtual pairs 
Of particles  
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Building blocks of matter



What IS Matter ?
• Matter is all the “stuff” around you!

Matter

Leptons

Charged Neutrinos

Forces

Weak EM

StrongGravity

Hadrons

Baryons Mesons

Quarks
Anti-Quarks 5



Particles and Forces 
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One of the most challenging questions physicists have been asking
for ~50 years is:

Why do the quarks & leptons have the masses that they do?

Within the Standard Model of Particle Physics, there is a mechanism
by which particles acquire their masses.

A prediction of this “mechanism”, called the Higgs mechanism, is
that there should exist a new particle, called the Higgs particle, H0.
This is not a quark, or lepton; it’s very different than any other 
particle we’ve talked about…

If the Standard Model of Particle Physics is correct, we believe that
this particle must exist….experiments have  confirmed its existence!!
4 July 2012 , CMS collaboration announced the discovery of a boson

The  mass of Higgs particle = 125 [GeV/c2]
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I think I finally 
understand atoms

Understanding building blocks
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Plan to Introduce Particle Physics

Lecture 1:  Introduction to QFT,  Relativity, Kinematics 
and Symmetries

Lecture  2:  Towards Gauge Theories 

Lectures 3: Towards  the Standard Model



Why High Energies 
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What is Particle ?
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Creation of Matter from Energy
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Natural Units in High Energy Physics
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Natural Units in High Energy Physics 
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Natural Units in High Energy Physics 
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Energy is concentrated!
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Why Relativity
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Relativistic Transformations 
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Implication of Lorentz Transformations
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4-Vectors
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Energy-momentum four-vector

Relativity allows for mass-less  particle but moving with the 
velocity of light    (Examples, Photon, …..)
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Conservation of energy-momentum



Next step: marry quantum mechanics and relativity 
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Antimatter and Dirac equation
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The necessity to introduce fields for a 
multiparticle description
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Quantum Field Theory
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Symmetries and conservation laws: the backbone of particle physics 
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Quantum numbers and Conservation laws
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So why does matter appear to
be so rigid ?

Forces, forces, forces  !!!!

It is primarily the strong and electromagnetic forces which 
give matter its solid structure.

Strong force  defines nuclear ‘size’

Electromagnetic force  defines atomic ‘sizes’
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So why is this stuff 
interesting/important?

All matter, including us, takes on its shape and structure
because of the way that quarks, leptons and force carriers
behave.

 Our bodies, and the whole universe is almost all empty space !

 By studying these particles and forces, we’re trying to get
at the question which has plagued humans for millenia …

How did the universe start ? 
And how did we emerge from it all ?
Where’s has all the antimatter gone ?
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